
Green Vacation Escapes: A Fun Way to Protect and Preserve Our Earth

If you're looking for a way to decompress or expand your horizons without causing further stress to the 
environment, green vacation escapes are the perfect solution. Eco-friendly hotels and establishments 
are on the rise all over the world, from North America, South and Central America and the Caribbean, 
to Asia, Europe, Africa and the South Pacific. Green hotels and resorts range from the simple to the 
extravagant, giving the traveler the flexibility to either enjoy basic conveniences or modern luxuries, 
while protecting Mother Earth. Can you think of a  more enjoyable way to make a difference and 
become socially responsible?

With the growing popularity of eco-tourism, becoming an eco-friendly traveler has never been simpler. 
Green vacation escapes offer the typical amenities and conveniences that travelers have grown 
accustomed to, with the addition of energy-efficient appliances and lighting or lights that automatically 
shut off when one leaves the room. Other green programs include composting, reusable laundry bags, 
and donating old sheets and towels to various charities. In parts of Europe you will find that tree-
planting programs and Xeric gardens have also become popular, since they serve a dual purpose, both 
as an esthetic design and a way to promote water conservation. 

Green vacation escapes help the environment and ultimately benefit your health and well being. With 
organic meals, non-smoking rooms, and housekeeping using products that are pesticide and chemical-
free, these minor adjustments help reduce toxins that can cause further damage to both you and the 
earth. More facilities are also offering educational programs for staff and guests with tips that can be 
implemented into one's daily life. To learn which hotels are taking extra steps to protect the 
environment, simply ask around or search the Internet as most green resorts are mentioning their 
services both in their printed material and online.

As you scour the globe to find your next vacation rental, realize that the choice is yours. Green vacation 
escapes offer a highly rewarding vacation experience that can pave the way for a whole new way of 
life. More establishments worldwide are doing their part to protect the environment, and you can do 
your part, too, simply by spending time at these terrific vacation spots. The physical differences 
between a regular and green hotel are subtle, but the end result can be huge, as you will have 
contributed to the preservation of history and Mother Earth for centuries to come.
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